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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Distributed Virtual Environments (DVEs) can handle large
numbers of participants by optimizing the routing of state
update messages sent to the computer of the individual participant. Often Area of Interest (AoI) management is used
to limit the information an avatar can observe and thus the
necessary state update messages that are sent to the client
which the avatar represents.
If the avatars are roughly evenly distributed through out
the virtual environment, AoI enables the support for very
large numbers of participants. But once a sufficient number
of avatars gather in a small area of the virtual space, communication overhead grows on a n2 scale as they observe
each other.
Instead on optimizing the overall number of messages, we
limit the number of messages sent to a single client. We
propose a novel approach to dynamically aggregate state
update messages. It can support a very high numbers of
avatars in restricted spaces. We decouple the management
of the global state of the DVE from amount of detail sent
to the client. Our approach exploits information about the
specific DVE and its current state to maximize the ratio of
bandwidth reduction to state update fidelity. It is intended
to provide rich user experience for clients that connect via
limited network links, like mobile users or consumer grade
DSL.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Multiple techniques for managing Areas of Interest (AoI)
and filtering state change messages based on these areas have
been proposed in recent years. A good overview is provided
by [3]. Approaches for client/(multi-)server, as well as peerto-peer architectures have been proposed. Independent of
the underlying architecture the usually aim to reduce the
state update messages sent to a given client by limiting them
to those that can actually be observed by an avatar and thus
are required by the client.
[4] considers the need to verify MMO Architectures for
varying avatar concentration and movement patterns. From
his work, we take the concept of the Avatar Density (AD),
the number of avatars in a given spatial area. The global AD
represents the total number of client connections and thus
avatars supported by a DVE. In contrast we focus on the
maximum supported local AD, the number of the avatars
in high density situation. Work like [5] has shown that the
tight clustering of human players is the norm rather than
the exception.
For a high local AD the nimbus’ of the avatars overlap
and they can each see each other, resulting a n2 communication overhead. Handling this by dynamically reducing
the observation range may render avatars effectively blind.
It also results in a restriction of the avatars abilities due to
Categories and Subject Descriptors
technical reasons and is likely to be perceived as a service
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2.

APPROACH

The prototype of DyBubSA is based on QuP ( [1]), a system for persisting a unified DVE state, distributing state
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updates to networked game servers, using eventual consistency to provide resilience to component failure. Figure 1
shows the software elements of a single instance of a set of
game server nodes.
The aggregators behave as avatars, subscribing to state
updates that are element of the aggregate. The aggregators will only actually subscribe to update messages and
process these if at least one avatar or other object (e.g. another aggregator) is subscribed to the event stream that the
aggregator produces. QuP makes this simple, as the list of
subscribed entities is a published attribute available to other
subscribers.
Upon activating an aggregator, the avatar will be informed
of the covered objects, unsubscribe from the objects and
subscribe to the avatar. By subscribing to it, the aggregator
will be activated, should it have been dormant.
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The compound aggregators are positioned according to
their spatial dimensions as any other object managed by
QuP. The resultant axis aligned bounding box (AABB) is
updated by the aggregator according to the distribution of
the objects it covers. By traversing the octree downward
from the node representing the vision range of an object,
applicable aggregators can be found. By choosing the applicable aggregator with the greatest distance to the avatar,
the impact on the user experience can be minimized as well,
as details further away are displayed smaller and are not as
likely to be in the focus of the user as much.
Each aggregator also publishes a message reduction ratio
as as well. Additional aggregators are selected until the projected aggregates message rate is below the intended rate.
Global aggregators are registered with the top node of the
octree and will perform their filtering for each avatar that
subscribes to them instead of a specific original object.
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sending fewer updates per time or ignoring certain types of
updates. The most basic of these aggregators simply forwards only every nth update message.
The second class of aggregators are application specific
and support the collation of multiple objects into a compound object that generates resultant update messages on
a much more coarse level. Good examples for this are tight
military formations of many soldiers, acting as a single entity. Or a train composed of a locomotive and a number of
carriages.

3.

SUMMARY

We are currently evaluating a prototype for this approach
to support very large sets of avatars in potentially close proximity. This is work and progress.
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Figure 1: software components of system

2.1

Budget

For each client connection a message budget is set. Appropriate values of connection can be obtained from various
sources, e.g. a) an arbitrary value set by the DVE operator,
e.g. to limit bandwidth costs; b) information on end-to-end
network bandwidth, as congestion messages or an IP address
block assigned to mobile service provider.
DyBubSA tracks the message rate sent to each client. For
our prototype the length of each message is fixed and thus
the number of messages provides a sufficient approximation
of the required bandwidth.
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Types of aggregators

DyBubSA supports two basic classes of aggregators. The
first are global aggregators, which are applicable to any object and can be dynamically instantiated and applied to any
object generating update messages. They usually support
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